
Foundations of Democracy Infographic Project 

 

Objectives (or what to focus on) 

● Explain how models of representative democracy are visible in major institutions, 

policies, events, or debates in the US 

○ Representative democracies can take several forms along this scale:  

■ Participatory democracy, which emphasizes broad participation in politics 

and civil society  

■ Pluralist democracy, which recognizes group-based activism by 

nongovernmental interests striving for impact on political decision 

making  

■ Elite democracy, which emphasizes limited participation in politics and 

civil society 

○ Different aspects of the U.S. Constitution as well as the debate between 

Federalist No. 10 and Brutus No. 1 reflect the tension between the broad 

participatory model and the more filtered participation of the pluralist and elite 

models. 

○ The three models of representative democracy continue to be reflected in 

contemporary institutions and political behavior. 

Requirements 

In your assigned groups, use the website Canva to create an infographic to describe your 

document. Please make sure to include the following: 

❏ The title of your document and author 

❏ Which form of representative democracy your document reflects (see above) 

❏ Proper role of the government 

❏ A reason or two given by the author 

❏ Size and  power of the central government 

❏ A reason or two given by the author 

Please make sure your infographic: 

❏ Uses fonts that are readable 

❏ Is colorful 

❏ Uses a graphic  

❏ Is grammatically correct 

❏ Makes it easy for someone who doesn’t know the document to quickly understand 

it.  

This is due Friday, August 2nd at the end of your class period. Please download the 

infographic and name it with document name and your class period. (It should download as 

PDF) and email to schley.elizabeth@cusd80.com 

Example- Brutus2ndhour.pdf 

 

Want extra points? Tweet your infographic and use the hashtag #apschley20 by Friday 

afternoon 


